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About This Game

The Expedition is a turn-based tactical game with an oppressive atmosphere of underground immersion.

Features:

 Multiple playable characters
[ * ] Turn-based battles
[ * ] Tactical use of unique abilities

Leveling up as their level increases

Smart AI system that adapts to player actions

Choose character abilities

All you have at your disposal a few characters, with the growth of the level of the characters will have new abilities. You are
free to choose what skills your researchers will have. Someone should take attacking abilities, someone's ability to support or

protect - combining the skills of your heroes is the key to victory!

atmospheric travel
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The game takes place in the underground caves of Atlantis, which were once flooded. It is there and there is an expedition of
heroes, which will take control of the player.

Various opponents

We the way you will meet various opponents as ordinary criminals, and the forerunner of a once great race. Each opponent and
their combinations require their individual approach.
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I look at this as just like one of the old short cartoons. It's nothing fancy, but worth a few minutes if you are short on content to
keep you occupied while you wait for your wallet to recover from purchasing VR.. I hate this terrible game end my life. Simply
put, there is no valid reason to spend your money on this. Avoid.

Garbage table design, and the game itself hasn't been patched for such basic things as online activation and support of modern
resolutions.

. Somehow even worse lovestory than twilight.

That's some kind of achievement though.. i like This Game Hope more update New weapon Hero etc XD
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actually pretty nice for a free game.. Easy puzzles and lots of errand-running make me not recommend this game. With
hundreds of excellent point&click adventure games on the market today this one fails to stand out in any way.. can not load up.
How do i claim that stuff from dlc i buy it?? pls help me i don't recive anything in the game!. Looked like a promising game on
paper, but once you get in, you realize how little there is.

You get the opprotunity to construct tracks for the trains to drive upon while collecting stars. Thats about it. You can go inside
the train but while in VR, you have to aim a cursor at the horn and the speed of the train instead of using your actual hand. The
way you select a level is the same way, by aiming and hoping you are pointing to it. There is no walking around the table so
when you get a level that is hard to see, you have to try to adjust yourself to be able to point to it. The controls are barely
explained to where I didn't even know there was a settings menu until I was 8 levels in. I know I only played this game for 15
minutes, but I don't see any enjoyment coming from this game in the long run, just wonky VR controls.. Never was able to
actually play the game. First off, i couldent even run a background progeam while this game was running because it would
caouse a connection error. Second, when shutting the game down, it didnt actually shut the game down. Instead it started 15
more instances of this game that i had to close in task manager. Thankfully the uninstall works just fine. Im not in a habbit of
supporting games in full release that obviously should be in eairly access.. I been following this series since first book. It has a
interesting plot, character and most importantly choices with consequences. Consequences that carry over from first book to this
book. It is well worth our money and time. My only disappointment is the ending. It was shoved to our face abruptly. The
writing is very good with great interactions between characters and meaningful character development. The ending did nothing
to reflect that. Nevertheless, if there is another book, I will be looking forward to it. Hopefully to bring a much better closure.

9\/10 Baka of Hyuga Book 3. Got this in a Humble Pack, am glad I did; it's great; one of those games that pulls you in and really
engages you right off the bat; it has the 1993 indy feel for sure; I love it; talk about finding a treasure.... Compared to Etherlords
I, this game has had some changes for the better and some arguably for the worse. The graphics and engine appeared about the
same. Combat still plays similar to Magic the Gathering, and you still have a hero that travels the world map. However, you no
longer have a base to defend and you have only one hero instead of multiple. There are no more 'turns' on the map view so your
hero just moves along at your own pace to gather resources; the game still tracks 'days' by your movement to determine resource
collections and world effects. The camera is also locked onto your hero now so you can't survey the map as you could in the first
game, which can be a pain.

Also you only now have 3 resource types instead of the 8 or so in the previous game which makes tracking them simpler;
resources are still collected, and are still used to purchase new spells. A major difference in this game, and one I liked, was that
you can keep a selection of spells in reserve apart from your 'spellbook' for battle, so you can swap spells out between battles.
You also no longer have to worry about running entirely out of good spells, as your spell supply is replenished automatically
after every battle. However, now all spells - even basic ones - have limits as to how many you can cast in a battle. This balances
out the auto resupply, and I found it a welcome change. Heroes still gain XP from battles to increase HP and learn skills similar
to the first game. Many of the spells and skills are the same, though there are some new ones too.

Tooltips can now be set to appear just by hovering, but the delay means that usually you will still be spending a lot of time right-
clicking to be able to instantly view the info about everything. The tutorials have been drastically improved (and because of this
I might recommend to actually play this one first). The voice acting has improved from some of the worst in the first game to
fairly decent in this game, which is good because now there are voices for characters as you travel around the map in game and
not just for the objectives screen. Really the only thing I didn't like much or found frustrating was the obnoxious camera for the
world map; it was nothing spectacular in the first game but now it is a major pain being locked on to your character (making the
minimap almost entirely useless), often spinning around when you don't want it to, and zoomed in quite far.

Fortunately the combat is about the same as in the first game which is to say very fun and the main focus of the game, improved
further by your ability to exert greater control over your spellbook and more immediate access to new spells that can be
swapped in instantly rather than having to charge them at a portal like in the first game. Overall, I recommend to fans of the first
game or of CCG / MTG-like games or RPGs.
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